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Thomas tells the true story of McQueen and Galliano. In so doing, she
reveals the revolution in high fashion in the last two decades—and the
price it demanded of the very ones who saved it.
Deluxe - Dana Thomas 2015-01-29
Fashion may be fabulous, but what price true luxury? With incredible
access to the glamorous world of the luxury brand, Deluxe goes deep
inside the workings of today's world of profit margins and market share
to discover the fate of real luxury. From the importance of fashion
owners, to red carpet stars and the seasonal 'must-have' handbags, Dana
Thomas shows how far illustrious houses have moved from their roots.
Thomas witnesses how these 'luxury' handbags are no longer one in a
million, discovers why luxury brand clothing doesn't last as long, and
finds out just who is making your perfume. From terrifying raids on the
Chinese sweat shops to the daunting chic of Paris workshops, from the
handcrafting and economics of early-twentieth century designers to the
violent truth behind the 'harmless' fakes, Deluxe goes deep into the
world of extravagance, and asks: where can true luxury go now?
Louis Vuitton Japan - Kyojiro Hata 2004
In 1976, Kyojiro Hata joined Louis Vuitton to take over the reigns of a
brand that at that time lacked any identity and was underdeveloped. In a
few short years he turned it into the most sought after brand in Japan,
and participated from Asia in giving Louis Vuitton a new breath of
energy. At the same time, he created a new business model that has
come to be used by many other brands wanting to enter the Japanese
market. On the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the famous brand,
Kyojiro Hata explains for the first time the brilliant vision that guided
him in this exemplary success story.
Overdressed - Elizabeth L. Cline 2013-08-27
“Overdressed does for T-shirts and leggings what Fast Food Nation did
for burgers and fries.” —Katha Pollitt Cheap fashion has fundamentally
changed the way most Americans dress. Stores ranging from discounters
like Target to traditional chains like JCPenny now offer the newest trends
at unprecedentedly low prices. And we have little reason to keep wearing
and repairing the clothes we already own when styles change so fast and
it’s cheaper to just buy more. Cline sets out to uncover the true nature of
the cheap fashion juggernaut. What are we doing with all these cheap
clothes? And more important, what are they doing to us, our society, our
environment, and our economic well-being?
Fashion Journalism - Sanda Miller 2018-02-22
Fashion is all around us, and so too is fashion journalism. Discussions of
fashion proliferate in an ever-increasing range of media, from
newspapers and magazines to tweets and TV programs. Fashion
Journalism: History, Theory and Practice is an accessible, comprehensive
guide to writing about fashion in any form, whether in style blogging,
magazine interviews, news reportage or art reviews. Exploring what sets
fashion journalism apart from other forms of journalistic writing, the
book features a wide range of global fashion case studies, from Carmel
Snow's reporting on Dior's 'New Look' to 1970s responses to Yves Saint
Laurent, and Diana Vreeland's role as a fashion editor. Through a series
of engaging exercises, you will learn how to find inspiration, carry out
successful research, structure your work logically, use a style
appropriate to your readership, and to make the leap from descriptive
writing to informed analysis and criticism. Engaging and clearly written,
Fashion Journalism examines how recent technological developments are
shaping and driving fashion journalism, and delves into the theory and
practice of writing about fashion.
Sneakers - Rodrigo Corral 2017-10-24
"Sneakers overdelivers."—GQ "One of this year's coolest books."—Men's
Journal "The definitive story of the sneaker universe."—WSJ Magazine

Burberry Days - Brian Kitson 2016
At the end of the 1950s the 100-year-old clothing firm Burberry was a
troubled company with an uncertain future, whose new owners did not
know what to do with it once they had secured it. Brian Kitson joined
Burberry in 1958 expecting a temporary summer job and stayed for over
twenty years. His research into the company's distinguished past,
encouraged by the last Mr Burberry, began to suggest a possible
direction for regeneration... Written with great verve and wit, Burberry
Days tells of the author's unexpected adventures as an international
travelling Burberry salesman throughout the 1960s and '70s, as well as
exploring the origins of the company's emblematic trench coat and the
familiar house check. The book also offers some controversial reasons
why Britain, with so much to offer - from the Savile Row suit, the Jermyn
Street shirt and Scottish cashmere to workforce skills and great design
talent - can still only count Burberry in the premier league of
international fashion houses.
Crib Notes - Amy Maniatis 2004-08-19
An entertaining, illustrated compendium of practical--and useless--facts
for parents offers helpful advice and trivia such topics as baby names,
growth and development, nanny salaries by region, gender predictors,
the bedtime story, and many others. 30,000 first printing.
The Taste of Luxury - Nadège Forestier 1992
Gods and Kings - Dana Thomas 2015-02-10
More than two decades ago, John Galliano and Alexander McQueen
arrived on the fashions scene when the business was in an artistic and
economic rut. Both wanted to revolutionize fashion in a way no one had
in decades. They shook the establishment out of its bourgeois, minimalist
stupor with daring, sexy designs. They turned out landmark collections in
mesmerizing, theatrical shows that retailers and critics still gush about
and designers continue to reference. Their approach to fashion was
wildly different—Galliano began as an illustrator, McQueen as a Savile
Row tailor. Galliano led the way with his sensual bias-cut gowns and his
voluptuous hourglass tailoring, which he presented in romantic
storybook-like settings. McQueen, though nearly ten years younger than
Galliano, was a brilliant technician and a visionary artist who brought a
new reality to fashion, as well as an otherworldly beauty. For his first
official collection at the tender age of twenty-three, McQueen did what
few in fashion ever achieve: he invented a new silhouette, the Bumster.
They had similar backgrounds: sensitive, shy gay men raised in tough
London neighborhoods, their love of fashion nurtured by their doting
mothers. Both struggled to get their businesses off the ground, despite
early critical success. But by 1997, each had landed a job as creative
director for couture houses owned by French tycoon Bernard Arnault,
chairman of LVMH. Galliano’s and McQueen’s work for Dior and
Givenchy and beyond not only influenced fashion; their distinct styles
were also reflected across the media landscape. With their help, luxury
fashion evolved from a clutch of small, family-owned businesses into a
$280 billion-a-year global corporate industry. Executives pushed the
designers to meet increasingly rapid deadlines. For both Galliano and
McQueen, the pace was unsustainable. In 2010, McQueen took his own
life three weeks before his womens' wear show. The same week that
Galliano was fired, Forbes named Arnault the fourth richest man in the
world. Two months later, Kate Middleton wore a McQueen wedding
gown, instantly making the house the world’s most famous fashion
brand, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art opened a wildly successful
McQueen retrospective, cosponsored by the corporate owners of the
McQueen brand. The corporations had won and the artists had lost. In
her groundbreaking work Gods and Kings, acclaimed journalist Dana
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Featuring exclusive interviews with Virgil Abloh (Off-White), Daniel
Bailey, Ronnie Fieg (Kith), DJ Clark Kent, Serena Williams, Alexander
Wang, Kobe Bryant and many, many others. Through honesty, intimacy,
intelligence, and swagger, Sneakers amounts to a singular rubber-soled
taxonomy, a global group portrait of a culture that’s both personal and
public, driven by commitment and curiosity, and sustained by our
definitive cast of storytellers, historians, and artists. An absolute
necessity for design devotees and sneakerheads of all ages! Sneakers is a
definitive exploration of the cultural phenomenon of sneakers, now an
85-billion-dollar-a-year industry. This gift-worthy book features 320
pages of photos and interviews with industry gurus, sports legends, and
celebrities in a stunning package created by celebrated designer Rodrigo
Corral. The book’s carefully-curated list of participants takes readers to
the center of the action. Edson Sabajo, owner of Amsterdam’s seminal
sneaker boutique, Patta, leads a sneaker hunt that starts in the backalleys of Philadelphia and ends in the Middle East. Jeff Staple, designer
of a pair of sneakers that resells for $6000, recalls the sneaker riot his
design kicked off on the Lower East Side of Manhattan in 2005. Jim
Riswold dishes on making commercials with Michael Jordan. Ronnie Fieg
explains the collaborative magic of KITH. Adidas’s Rachel Muscat and
Jon Wexler get philosophical about their star collaborator, Kanye West.
Nike’s legendary Tinker Hatfield takes a glimpse into the future.
Professional tennis player Serena Williams shares an exclusive reveal.
And much, much more. From its arresting cover design and thoughtprovoking interiors to the unprecedented depth of its first-person
accounts, Sneakers is an absolute must-have for sneaker lovers and
anyone who is interested in design, creative process, street culture,
branding, entrepreneurship, art and fashion.
Bringing Home the Birkin - Michael Tonello 2008-04-22
An insider's hilarious, whirlwind account of his years spent globe-trotting
in search of the holy grail of handbags: the Birkin For more than twenty
years, the Hermès Birkin bag has been the iconic symbol of fashion,
luxury, and wealth. Though the bag is often seen dangling from the arms
of celebrities, there is a fabled waiting list of more than two years to buy
one from Hermès, and the average fashionista has a better chance of
climbing Mount Everest in Prada pumps than of possessing one of these
coveted carryalls. Unless, of course, she happens to know Michael
Tonello . . . Michael's newfound career started with an impulsive move to
Barcelona, a vanished job assignment, no work visa, and an Hermès scarf
sold on eBay to generate some quick cash. But soon the resourceful
Michael discovered the truth about the waiting list and figured out the
secret to getting Hermès to part with one of these precious bags.
Millions of dollars worth of Birkins later, Michael had become one of
eBay's most successful entrepreneurs—and a Robin Hood to thousands of
desperate rich women. With down-to-earth wit, Michael chronicles the
unusual ventures that took him to nearly every continent, from eBay to
Paris auction house and into the lives of celebrities and poseurs. Flirting
with danger, Michael recounts the heady rush of hand delivering his first
big score to famed songwriter Carole Bayer Sager in Paris; how he had
to hire thugs to rescue a bag that one of his "shoppers" held for ransom;
and the story of the Oscar-worthy performances that allowed him to snag
"reserved" bags from other, less dogged Birkin seekers. Whether he's
relating his wining and dining, buying and selling, dodging and weaving,
laughing and crying, or schmoozing and stammering, Michael is a master
raconteur who weaves together tales of hunting Birkins in the world's
most posh locales, memories of meals that would make any gastronome
salivate, anecdotes of obsessed collectors with insatiable desires, and
sweetly intimate stories about his family, friends, and finding true love.
The result is a memoir that is distinctive, fun, page-turning, and as
addictive as its namesake.
Luxury - Peter McNeil 2016-05-19
We live in a world obsessed by luxury. Long-distance airlines compete to
offer first-class sleeping experiences and hotels recommend exclusive
suites where you are never disturbed. Luxury is a rapidly changing
global industry that makes the headlines daily in our newspapers and on
the internet. More than ever, luxury is a pervasive presence in the
cultural and economic life of the West - and increasingly too in the
emerging super-economies of Asia and Latin America. Yet luxury is
hardly a new phenomenon. Today's obsession with luxury brands and
services is just one of the many manifestations that luxury has assumed.
In the middle ages and the Renaissance, for example, luxury was linked
to notions of magnificence and courtly splendour. In the eighteenth
century luxury was at the centre of philosophical debates over its role in
shaping people's desires and oiling the wheels of commerce. And it
continues to morph today, with the growth of the global super-rich and
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increasing wealth polarization. From palaces to penthouses, from
couture fashion to lavish jewellery, from handbags to red wine, from fast
cars to easy money, Peter McNeil and Giorgio Riello present the first
ever global history of luxury, from the Romans to the twenty-first
century: a sparkling and ever-changing story of extravagance, excess,
novelty, and indulgence.
Christian Dior - Marie France Pochna 1996
Chronicles Dior's rise to fame beginning in 1947 with the introduction of
his "New Look," the reestablishment of Paris as the center of the fashion
world, and his influence on fashion today
The Battle of Versailles - Robin Givhan 2015-03-17
On November 28, 1973, the world's social elite gathered at the Palace of
Versailles for an international fashion show. By the time the curtain came
down on the evening's spectacle, history had been made and the industry
had been forever transformed. This is that story. Conceived as a fundraiser for the restoration of King Louis XIV's palace, in the late fall of
1973, five top American designers faced off against five top French
designers in an over-the-top runway extravaganza. An audience filled
with celebrities and international jet-setters, including Princess Grace of
Monaco, the Duchess of Windsor, Paloma Picasso, and Andy Warhol,
were treated to an opulent performance featuring Liza Minnelli,
Josephine Baker, and Rudolph Nureyev. What they saw would forever
alter the history of fashion. The Americans at the Battle of Versailles–
Oscar de la Renta, Bill Blass, Anne Klein, Halston, and Stephen Burrows
– showed their work against the five French designers considered the
best in the world – Yves Saint Laurent, Hubert de Givenchy, Pierre
Cardin, Emanuel Ungaro, and Marc Bohan of Christian Dior. Plagued by
in-fighting, outsized egos, shoestring budgets, and innumerable technical
difficulties, the American contingent had little chance of meeting the
European's exquisite and refined standards. But against all odds, the
American energy and the domination by the fearless models (ten of
whom, in a groundbreaking move, were African American) sent the
audience reeling. By the end of the evening, the Americans had officially
taken their place on the world's stage, prompting a major shift in the way
race, gender, sexuality, and economics would be treated in fashion for
decades to come. As the curtain came down on The Battle of Versailles,
American fashion was born; no longer would the world look to Europe to
determine the stylistic trends of the day, from here forward, American
sensibility and taste would command the world's attention. Pulitzer-Prize
winning fashion journalist Robin Givhan offers a lively and meticulously
well-researched account of this unique event. The Battle of Versailles is a
sharp, engaging cultural history; this intimate examination of a single
moment shows us how the world of fashion as we know it came to be.
Fashionopolis - Dana Thomas 2020-09-08
*NYTBR Paperback Row Selection * The Independent's Best Fashion
Book on Sustainability* An investigation into the damage wrought by the
colossal clothing industry and the grassroots, high-tech, international
movement fighting to reform it What should I wear? It’s one of the
fundamental questions we ask ourselves every day. More than ever, we
are told it should be something new. Today, the clothing industry churns
out 80 billion garments a year and employs every sixth person on Earth.
Historically, the apparel trade has exploited labor, the environment, and
intellectual property—and in the last three decades, with the
simultaneous unfurling of fast fashion, globalization, and the tech
revolution, those abuses have multiplied exponentially, primarily out of
view. We are in dire need of an entirely new human-scale model.
Bestselling journalist Dana Thomas has traveled the globe to discover the
visionary designers and companies who are propelling the industry
toward that more positive future by reclaiming traditional craft and
launching cutting-edge sustainable technologies to produce better
fashion. In Fashionopolis, Thomas sees renewal in a host of
developments, including printing 3-D clothes, clean denim processing,
smart manufacturing, hyperlocalism, fabric recycling—even lab-grown
materials. From small-town makers and Silicon Valley whizzes to such
household names as Stella McCartney, Levi’s, and Rent the Runway,
Thomas highlights the companies big and small that are leading the
crusade. We all have been casual about our clothes. It's time to get
dressed with intention. Fashionopolis is the first comprehensive look at
how to start.
Being Direct - Lester Wunderman 1998-03-01
Direct marketing is the key to success in the global marketplace.
Pioneered by the visionary Lester Wunderman, direct marketing has
been used to build such commercial giants as L.L. Bean, the Columbia
Record Club, and American Express.Being Direct describes in vivid detail
Lester Wunderman's "discovery" of this revolutionary advertising
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strategy. He shows how companies can create a more profitable and
interactive relationship with consumers through direct marketing
techniques. He also offers expert advice on how to attract, interact with,
and retain the loyalty of valuable customers. This entertaining and
enlightening book is essential reading for any business owner today
looking for advertising strategies that work.
Robyn Beeche - Stephen Crafti 2009
Summary: "Australian photographer Robyn Beeche discovered a new
world when she went to London in the mid 1970s. From catwalk shows to
clubs, Beeche captured the leading designers and artists of the time,
becoming an important photographer of the fashion world and working
extensively with designers such as Zandra Rhodes, Vivienne Westwood,
Bill Gibb and Mary Quant. Working with legendary make-up artists such
as Richard Sharah and Phyllis Cohen, Beeche took fashion photography
to a new level, creating surrealistic masterpieces. While the Blitz club
was the place to be at the start of the 1980s, a few years later Beeche
discovered the beauty of India, particularly the region of Vraj, which she
visited on many occasions to document local festivals and culture. She
moved to Vrindavan permanently in 1992. Through Beecheʼs superb
photography, this book conveys the vibrancy of London and the richness
of India, beautifully capturing the tapestry of life in both countries."-Publisher description.
Morgan - Jean Strouse 2014-09-09
NATIONAL BESTSELLER The definitive full-scale portrait of J. Pierpont
Morgan’s tumultuous life, both in and out of the public eye History has
remembered him as a complex and contradictory figure, part robber
baron and part patron saint. J. Pierpont Morgan earned his reputation as
“the Napoleon of Wall Street” by reorganizing the nation’s railroads and
creating industrial giants such as General Electric and U.S. Steel. At a
time when the country had no Federal Reserve system, he appointed
himself a one-man central bank. He had two wives, three yachts, four
children, six houses, mistresses, and one of the finest art collections in
America. In this extraordinary book, drawing extensively on new
material, award-winning biographer Jean Strouse vividly portrays the
financial colossus, the avid patron of the arts, and the entirely human
character behind all the myths. Praise for Morgan “Magnificent . . . the
fullest and most revealing look at this remarkable, complex man that we
are likely to get.”—The Wall Street Journal “A masterpiece . . . No one
else has told the tale of Pierpont Morgan in the detail, depth, and
understanding of Jean Strouse.”—Robert Heilbroner, Los Angeles Times
Book Review “It is hard to imagine a biographer coming any closer to
perfection.”—St. Louis Post-Dispatch “Strouse is in full command of
Pierpont Morgan’s personal life, his financial operations, his collecting,
and his benefactions, and presents a rich, vivid picture of the
background against which they took place. . . . A magnificent
biography.”—The New York Review of Books “With uncommon
intelligence, maturity, and psychological insight, Morgan: American
Financier is that rare masterpiece biography that enables us to penetrate
the soul of a complex human being.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer
Silk Through the Ages - Trini Callava 2019-10-08
Silk is not just a simple natural fiber--it represents something
meaningful, universal, and perennial. This book tells the story of how the
silk textile conquered the luxury world, and remained prestigious
throughout the ages. Examining sociological research dating back to
Antiquity, the Mongol Empire, and Ottoman Turks, this book
demonstrates the value of globalization and the importance of diversity
through the lens of silk as an enduring luxury textile. This book will be
highly marketable to international business and marketing students, and
to consumers of sociology and history. It can also serve to inform the
political science and international relations practitioners regarding trade
debates between globalizers and protectionists.
Luxury World - Mark Tungate 2009-10-03
The word "luxury" has almost lost its meaning. Once used to describe
genuinely prestigious products or places, the concept of luxury has been
hijacked by a multitude of aspiring or overpriced commodities, from foot
spas to chocolates. So what is real luxury? Which are the genuine luxury
brands, and how have they reacted to the rise of the "mass luxury"
sector? What strategies do they use to lift themselves into the realm of
the truly elite? Who are their customers - and what kind of lives do these
remarkable people lead? How do luxury brands attract and retain them?
And above all, where can the industry turn now excess is out of fashion?
With wit, accuracy and insatiable curiosity, Luxury World takes us on a
voyage around the luxury universe, slipping behind the facades of the
world's most sophisticated businesses to demonstrate how they function.
Among other destinations, Luxury World visits Swiss watchmakers, the
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Champagne houses of France, the diamond district of Antwerp, the
luxury enclave of Monte Carlo, the discreet ateliers of the last craftsmen
and a host of brands in Paris - the self-proclaimed capital of elegance.
Along the way, he uncovers the true face of today's luxury industry.
Glamour - Professor Carol Dyhouse 2013-04-04
How do we understand glamour? Has it empowered women or turned
them into objects? Once associated with modernity and the cutting edge,
is it entirely bound up with nostalgia and tradition? This unique and
fascinating book tells the story of glamour. It explores the changing
meanings of the word, its relationship to femininity and fashion, and its
place in twentieth century social history. Using a rich variety of sources from women's magazines and film to social surveys and life histories Carol Dyhouse examines with wit and insight the history and meaning of
costume, cosmetics, perfume and fur. Dyhouse disentangles some of the
arguments surrounding femininity, appearance and power, directly
addressing feminist concerns. The book explores historical contexts in
which glamour served as an expression of desire in women and an
assertion of entitlement to the pleasures of affluence, finally arguing that
glamour can't simply be dismissed as oppressive, or as male fantasy, but
can carry celebratory meanings for women.
The End of Fashion - Teri Agins 2010-10-12
A solid, hard-hitting, and uncompromising journalistic look at the fashion
industry. The time when "fashion" was defined by French designers
whose clothes could be afforded only by elite has ended. Now designers
take their cues from mainstream consumers and creativity is channeled
more into mass-marketing clothes than into designing them. Indeed, one
need look no further than the Gap to see proof of this. In The End of
Fashion, Wall Street Journal, reporter Teri Agins astutely explores this
seminal change, laying bare all aspects of the fashion industry from
manufacturing, retailing, anmd licensing to image making and financing.
Here as well are fascinating insider vignettes that show Donna Karan
fighting with financiers,the rivalry between Ralph Lauren and Tommy
Hilfiger, and the commitment to haute conture that sent Isaac Mizrahi's
business spiraling.
Alexander McQueen - Andrew Bolton 2011
Published in conjunction with an exhibition of the same name on view at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, May 4-July 31, 2011.
The Prada Life - Gian Luigi Paracchini 2010
This book tells the story of the ever-evolving Prada universe: an old
company that became a fashion label, with successful runway
presentations and experimentation in such varied worlds as art,
architecture, and sailboat racing. Among the countless victories and the
occasional defeats, Miuccia Prada and Patrizio Bertelli, who eventually
married, dominate the landscape, with their talent and prickly
personalities. --Back cover.
How to Be an Overnight Success - Maria Hatzistefanis 2017-07-06
"You are not born an entrepreneur. It's a skill that you learn along the
way." When the skincare company Rodial launched its cult 'snake' serum,
the press quickly called the business an 'overnight success'. However,
Rodial's founder Maria Hatzistefanis had been toiling for 18 years,
building the company from scratch in her bedroom. Now, the beauty boss
sets out to demonstrate in this very accessible book that its success
stemmed from sheer hard work, tireless efforts and a lot of patience.
Fashion-loving Maria set out with a dream to build a beauty business and
- despite not excelling at school, and being fired from her first job - she
has achieved it. She did it by dreaming big, working hard, surrounding
herself with the best, taking risks, creating buzz and building her own
personal brand, which is now a favourite with high-profile models and
media personalities including Poppy Delevingne, Daisy Lowe and Kylie
Jenner. Crucially, she believes anyone can do this and her book,
brimming with good sense, great advice, tips and secrets - all presented
in an easy, friendly style - shows how.
Selling to the Affluent - Thomas J. Stanley 1997-08-22
Dr. Stanley shows how to push the "hot buttons" of the people you've
found to improve your closing percentage . . . . and income. This
essential resource reveals the three most important things you can do to
land affluent prospects.
11:11 - Mana 2015-08-17
11:11 means unity within yourself, with your Higher Self, and with
everything else. When the Higher Self is guiding, abundance will
automatically come as the fruit of a healed and whole Soul!In this easyto-read book eleven specific Soul Steps and Soul Affirmations are given
which liberate the Soul back to natural states of ease and prosperity.In
eleven Soul Steps, allow for rapid soul healing, integration, and
activation of self-healing ability and highest destiny via Higher Self
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connection. Blessings on this Journey! ~Mana
The Luster of Lost Things - Sophie Chen Keller 2017-08-08
In this story for readers of The Curious Incident of the Dog in the NightTime and A Man Called Ove, when all seems lost, he finds what matters
most. Walter Lavender Jr. is a master of finding. A wearer of high-tops. A
maker of croissants. A son keeping vigil, twelve years counting. But he
wouldn’t be able to tell you. Silenced by his motor speech disorder,
Walter’s life gets lonely. Fortunately, he has The Lavenders—his
mother’s enchanted dessert shop, where marzipan dragons breathe
actual fire. He also has a knack for tracking down any missing
thing—except for his lost father. So when the Book at the root of the
bakery’s magic vanishes, Walter, accompanied by his overweight golden
retriever, journeys through New York City to find it—along the way
encountering an unforgettable cast of lost souls. Steeped in nostalgic
wonder, The Luster of Lost Things explores the depths of our capacity for
kindness and our ability to heal. A lyrical meditation on why we become
lost and how we are found, from the bright, broken heart of a boy who
knows where to look for everyone but himself.
One Perfect Day - Rebecca Mead 2008-07-29
Astutely observed and deftly witty, One Perfect Day masterfully mixes
investigative journalism and social commentary to explore the workings
of the wedding industry-an industry that claims to be worth $160 billion
to the U.S. economy and which has every interest in ensuring that the
American wedding becomes ever more lavish and complex. Taking us
inside the workings of the wedding industry-including the swelling ranks
of professional event planners, department stores with their online
registries, the retailers and manufacturers of bridal gowns, and the Walt
Disney Company and its Fairy Tale Weddings program-New Yorker
writer Rebecca Mead skillfully holds the mirror up to the bride's deepest
hopes and fears about her wedding day, revealing that for better or
worse, the way we marry is who we are.
Tonne Goodman: Point of View - Tonne Goodman 2019-04-16
Throughout her illustrious career, Tonne Goodman has made the famous
stylish and the stylish famous. The Vogue fashion director has not only
shaped the way women dress and see themselves, but she has also
created a nexus in which the worlds of celebrity and style continually
collide. Now, in Point of View, Goodman’s life and career are explored for
the first time. Organized chronologically, this book charts Goodman’s
career from her modeling days, to her freelance fashion reportage, to her
editorial and advertising work, through to her reign at Vogue. The
editor’s recollections of some of the world’s greatest photographers,
models, celebrities, and designers of our time are illustrated throughout,
with behind-the-scenes fashion photos and shots of Goodman’s personal
life.
Make, Sew and Mend - Bernadette Banner 2022-05-17
Preparing materials -- The stitches -- Applications -- Practical alterations - Care and feeding: making clothes last.
Deluxe - Dana Thomas 2007-08-16
“With Deluxe: How Luxury Lost Its Luster, [Dana] Thomas—who has
been the cultural and fashion writer for Newsweek in Paris for 12
years—has written a crisp, witty social history that’s as entertaining as it
is informative.” —New York Times From the author of Fashionopolis: The
Price of Fast Fashion and the Future of Clothes Once luxury was
available only to the rarefied and aristocratic world of old money and
royalty. It offered a history of tradition, superior quality, and a pampered
buying experience. Today, however, luxury is simply a product packaged
and sold by multibillion-dollar global corporations focused on growth,
visibility, brand awareness, advertising, and, above all, profits. Awardwinning journalist Dana Thomas digs deep into the dark side of the
luxury industry to uncover all the secrets that Prada, Gucci, and
Burberry don't want us to know. Deluxe is an uncompromising look
behind the glossy façade that will enthrall anyone interested in fashion,
finance, or culture.
Inclusion Dividend - Mark Kaplan 2016-10-21
In today's increasingly diverse, global, interconnected business world,
diversity and inclusion (D&I) is no longer just "the right thing to do," it is
a core leadership competency and central to the success of business.
Working effectively to combat unconscious bias across differences such
as gender, culture, generational, race, and sexual orientation not only
leads to a more productive, innovative corporate culture but also to a
better engagement with customers and clients. The Inclusion Dividend
provides a framework to tap the bottom-line impact that results from an
inclusive culture. Most leaders have the intent to be inclusive, however
translating that intent into a truly inclusive outcome with employees,
customers, and other stakeholders requires a focused change effort. The
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authors explain that challenge and provide straightforward advice on
how to achieve the kind of meritocracy that will result in a tangible
dividend and move companies ahead of their competition.
Fashion - Christopher Breward 2003-04-24
This lively survey of 150 years of fashion covers everything from Haute
Couture to the High Street, and developing fabric technology from silk to
fleece. From Coco Chanel to Armani and Alexander McQueen, Breward
explores fashion as a cultural phenomenon. Breward examines the
glamorous world of Vogue and advertising, the relationship between
fashion and film, and fashion as a business, and goes beyond the surface
to consider our interaction with fashion. How have our ideas about
hygiene and comfort influenced the direction of style? How does our
dress create our identity and status? Details of dandies, flappers, and
punks are contained within a clear overview of the period which will
make you look at your clothes in a different light.
Fashionopolis (Young Readers Edition) - Dana Thomas 2022-02-15
A look at fast fashion and its impact on the environment and social
justice, perfect for middle grade classrooms Did you ever think about
where your jeans come from? How about the people who made your Tshirt, or what happens to the clothes you grow out of when you're done
wearing them? The fabrics clothes are made of, the way they are
designed and sewn and shipped around the world, and the way we
consume them and get rid of them--every step in this process has a big
impact on our environment, on the people who work in clothing factories,
and on our cultures. This nonfiction book shows us how the clothes we
wear--and throw away--every day are made, and what that means for our
planet and for people around the world.
Aimee Song: World of Style - Aimee Song 2018-10-23
If Capture Your Style was Aimee Song’s guide to building your social
media brand, then Aimee Song: World of Style is a celebration of what
makes the Instagram icon’s own brand so fabulous. In this brand-new
tome, Song collects 500 of her all-time favorite looks. From the streets of
New York to the cafés of Paris to the beaches of Indonesia, Song shows
off her incredible street style fashion and shares memories from her
travels around the globe. Annotated images and personal notes
throughout will offer Song’s 4.5 million followers what they love most
about following Aimee—the inspiring fashion, beautiful food, travel tips,
and a peek at the jet-setting life that has made her such a popular
tastemaker. At a chunky 500 pages, Aimee Song: World of Style Book is a
must-have gift for Aimee’s many fans, and an inspirational look at one of
the internet’s biggest fashion sensations.
Beyond the Label - Maureen Chiquet 2017-04-18
The former global CEO of Chanel charts her unlikely path from literature
major to global chief executive, guiding readers to move beyond the
confines of staid expectations and discover their own true paths,
strengths, and leadership values. Driven. Shy. Leader. Wife. Mother. We
live in a world of categories — labels designed to tell the world, and
ourselves, who we are and ought to be. Some we may covet, others we
may fear or disdain; but creating a life that’s truly your own, means
learning to define yourself on your own terms. In Beyond the Label,
Maureen Chiquet charts her unlikely path from literature major to global
chief executive. Sharing the inklings, risks and (re)defining moments that
have shaped her exemplary career, Chiquet seeks to inspire a new
generation of women, liberal arts grads, and unconventional thinkers to
cultivate a way of living and leading that is all their own. Through vivid
storytelling and provocative insights, Chiquet guides readers to consider
the pressing questions and inherent paradoxes of creating a successful,
fulfilling life in today’s increasingly complex and competitive world. "Why
should we separate art from business, feelings from logic, intuition from
judgment?" Chiquet poses. "Who decided you can’t be determined and
flexible, introspective and attuned, mother and top executive? And where
does it state standing unflinchingly in your vulnerability, embracing your
femininity, won’t make you stronger?" Wise, inspiring, and deeply felt,
Beyond the Label is for anyone who longs for a life without limits on who
she is or who she will become.
Deluxe - Dana Thomas 2007
Documents how luxury goods have been transformed by a shift from
exclusive distribution practices by quality-minded family businesses to
mass production by profit-minded big corporations, revealing the secrets
of top designers while examining the ways in which today's methods
have had a negative impact.
The Sum of Small Things - Elizabeth Currid-Halkett 2017-05-15
How the leisure class has been replaced by a new elite, and how their
consumer habits affect us all In today’s world, the leisure class has been
replaced by a new elite. Highly educated and defined by cultural capital
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rather than income bracket, these individuals earnestly buy organic,
carry NPR tote bags, and breast-feed their babies. They care about
discreet, inconspicuous consumption—like eating free-range chicken and
heirloom tomatoes, wearing organic cotton shirts and TOMS shoes, and
listening to the Serial podcast. They use their purchasing power to hire
nannies and housekeepers, to cultivate their children’s growth, and to
practice yoga and Pilates. In The Sum of Small Things, Elizabeth CurridHalkett dubs this segment of society “the aspirational class” and
discusses how, through deft decisions about education, health,
parenting, and retirement, the aspirational class reproduces wealth and
upward mobility, deepening the ever-wider class divide. Exploring the
rise of the aspirational class, Currid-Halkett considers how much has
changed since the 1899 publication of Thorstein Veblen’s Theory of the
Leisure Class. In that inflammatory classic, which coined the phrase
“conspicuous consumption,” Veblen described upper-class frivolities:
men who used walking sticks for show, and women who bought silver
flatware despite the effectiveness of cheaper aluminum utensils. Now,
Currid-Halkett argues, the power of material goods as symbols of social
position has diminished due to their accessibility. As a result, the
aspirational class has altered its consumer habits away from overt
materialism to more subtle expenditures that reveal status and
knowledge. And these transformations influence how we all make
choices. With a rich narrative and extensive interviews and research, The
Sum of Small Things illustrates how cultural capital leads to lifestyle
shifts and what this forecasts, not just for the aspirational class but for
everyone.
The Management of Luxury - Benjamin Berghaus 2018-06-03
Examine luxury branding on a global scale, with more than fifty cutting
edge contributions from the foremost thought leaders in luxury
management and marketing. The Management of Luxury, second edition,
presents a unique snapshot of best practice insights into the increasing
challenges faced in luxury business, with contributions shared by more
than fifty global leaders on luxury management. The highly renowned
editors draw these together into one essential handbook, ranging from
luxury brand strategy, luxury consumer behaviour and market
positioning, through to management succession, heritage, counterfeiting
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and competing effectively as a luxury SME. Fully updated in its second
edition, The Management of Luxury explores the newly evolving
direction of Asian market trends and how to integrate digitalization into
sales and product strategies. Both are crucial for competitive advantage
in the luxury market, featured alongside iconic case studies such as
Burberry, Louis Vuitton and Leica. The book's value is not only in
streamlining management processes and return on investment; but
equally for those who marvel at an industry unlike any other, striving to
trust both in the conventional and innovate new paths towards the
extraordinary. Highly influential, applicable and enlightening, it is a vital
addition to every luxury business manager's collection.
House of Outrageous Fortune - Michael Gross 2014-03-11
“Michael Gross’s new book…packs [in] almost as many stories as there
are apartments in the building. The Jackie Collins of real estate likes to
map expressions of power, money and ego… Even more crammed with
billionaires and their exploits than 740 Park” (Penelope Green, The New
York Times). With two concierge-staffed lobbies, a walnut-lined library, a
lavish screening room, a private sixty-seat restaurant offering residents
room service, a health club complete with a seventy-foot swimming pool,
penthouses that cost almost $100 million, and a tenant roster that’s a roll
call of business page heroes and villains, Fifteen Central Park West is the
most outrageously successful, insanely expensive, titanically tycoonstuffed real estate development of the twenty-first century. In this
“stunning” (CNN) and “deliciously detailed” (Booklist, starred review)
New York Times bestseller, journalist Michael Gross turns his gimlet eye
on the new-money wonderland that’s sprung up on the southwest rim of
Central Park. Mixing an absorbing business epic with hilarious social
comedy, Gross “takes another gossip-laden bite out of the upper crust”
(Sam Roberts, The New York Times), which includes Denzel Washington,
Sting, Norman Lear, top executives, and Russian and Chinese oligarchs,
to name a few. And he recounts the legendary building’s inspired
genesis, costly construction, and the flashy international lifestyle it has
brought to a once benighted and socially déclassé Manhattan
neighborhood. More than just an apartment building, 15CPW represents
a massive paradigm shift in the lifestyle of New York’s rich and
famous—and is a bellwether of the city’s changing social and financial
landscape.
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